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Abstract: Security patterns are the best practices to solve recurring security problems in specific contexts. Finding the appropriate
classification scheme for security patterns is still an obstacle encountered by architects where existing classifications considered only as
a small number of patterns, and their purpose is often focused on implementation issues. Therefore, missing aspects in existing
classifications are identified, and a new classification scheme we proposed based on Microsoft organizing table integrated with a certain
criteria’s Performance , Implementation Cost and Security Degree.
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1. Introduction
Software systems usually have common structure for a
certain kind of solutions observed through similarity over
possible variations that can help to determine in what
circumstances an approach can be used, and how flexible it
is to be customized for specific system needs. This structure
is known in software engineering as architectural patterns; a
pattern is a description of set of predefined subsystems and
their responsibilities, rules and guidelines for organizing
their relationships. The patterns reflect the experience of
many developers and generated when they solve certain
types of problems in a similar way and produce a consensus
on that particular way offering software reuse potential and
common vocabulary of design solutions. Pattern's schema
usually consists of three fundamental components; a context
to describe on what situations it may apply, a problem to
address including its urge forces and a solution's principles
underlying the pattern [49,53]. The first person who used the
pattern approach was Christopher Alexander. And in his
book he indicated that each pattern describes a problem
which occurs over and over again in our environment, and
then states the core of the solution to that problem, in such a
way you can use this solution million times over, without
ever doing it the same way twice[72] .
Security and reliability issues are rarely considered at the
initial stages of software development and are not part of the
standard procedures in development of software and services
and there is a very little work concerning the full integration
of security and systems engineering. Although several
approaches have been proposed for some integration of
security, there is currently no comprehensive methodology
to assist developers of security sensitive system; this
shortage of support for security engineering is usually seen
as a consequence of security requirements being generally
difficult to analyses and model and developers lacking
expertise in secure software development. The solution is
security patterns which serve as a means of bridging the gap
between developers and security experts [72,49].
Although several approaches have been proposed for some
integration of security, there is currently no comprehensive
methodology to assist developers of security sensitive

system [72,91] .The lack of support for security engineering
in those approaches for software systems development is
usually seen as a consequence of :
1) Security requirements being generally difficult to
analyses and model.
2) Developers lacking expertise in secure software
development.
So the solution for this lacking , the Security pattern's which
proposed as a means of bridging the gap between developers
and security experts. Security patterns are intended to
capture security expertise in the form of worked Solutions to
recurring problems.[72,91]
Security patterns are reusable components that are guided by
certain forces to be applicable in some contexts and solve
specific problems; they are commonly described by general
concepts related to their definition within a template of
format. Assets are information that has value to an
organization, stakeholders are the people who add value to
these assets, security objectives are statements of intents to
counter threats while threat is a potential of harm to an asset
and an attack is an action to violate the security of an asset.
Vulnerability is a weakness that may lead to breach the
security of an asset and countermeasure is the action to be
taken for asset protection, and risk is the probability of
successful attack occurs [92].
In this paper ,we propose a new classification schema based
on the Microsoft organizing table integrated with three
security criteria‟s. The rest of the survey is organized as
follows: The next section presents security patterns in details
, section 3 describe classifications schemes in details , finally
section 4 presents conclusion .

2. Security Patterns
Security design patterns approach the problem from a
different perspective, by encapsulating expert knowledge in
the form of proven solutions to common problems. and was
later reused in the object-oriented world. Security patterns
are such patterns, but applied for information security. These
patterns will fit at different levels of abstraction and areas of
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concerns, resulting in many patterns that are not “design
patterns” in the common sense of the expression[49].
Security architects only want to indicate which specific
security mechanisms are needed not their implementation;
therefore we need a set of patterns that define abstract
security mechanisms and specify its fundamental
characteristics as shown in Figure 1 [33,65].
Other security service patterns doesn‟t appear in the
previous figure but they are tackled in [72,53] with detailed
explanation of their intents, description and known uses such
as reference monitor pattern, virtual address space access
control, execution domain pattern, single access point
pattern, check point pattern and session pattern.

3) Threat: Any possible danger that may result in harm of
systems and organization.
4) Attack: An actual event done by a person; attacker to
harm as asset of the software through exploiting a
vulnerability.
5) Risk: a potential for loss, damage, or destruction of an
asset as a result of a threat exploiting a vulnerability.
6) Software Security Requirement: is a non-functional
requirement that elicit a control, constraint, safeguard to
a void vulnerabilities from requirements design .
7) Confidentiality: means to disclose information to people
or programs that are authorized to have access to that
information.
8) Integrity: assures that a system performs its intended
function, free from deliberate or inadvertent
unauthorized manipulation of the system.
9) Availability: assures that systems work promptly, and
service is not denied to authorized users.
10) Process: is an instance of a computer program that is
being executed.
11) Secure software process: is a set of activities used to
develop and deliver a secure software solution.
2.3 The Impact of Security Forces

Figure 1: Basic Security Services [12]
2.1 Security properties
Software designers apply several design principles and
heuristics to achieve different quality attributes. These
principles and heuristics are called security properties, which
provide a means to link appropriate patterns to a desired
quality attribute .The most commonly cited security
properties , As the following : [3, 82,89,91].
 Error management : A system should provide a robust
error management mechanism
to support
error
avoidance, error handing, fallback procedures and failure
logging.
 Simplicity: A system should encapsulate initialization
check processes, ensure security policy and low-level
security, manage permissions and share global
information. Systems should also be easy to use and keep
the user interface consistent.
 Access Control: This property requires the system to
support user identification , access verification, least
privilege and privacy.
 Defense in depth: This includes data verification, reduced
exposure to attack, data protection, and communication
and information protection.
2.2 Security Basic Concepts
The most common security concepts , describe as the
following :[95]
1) Asset: Is anything that has a value to the organization
and the it‟s mission.
2) Vulnerability: A weakness in any phase of the design,
operation, implementation or any process in the system
which expose the system to a threat.

Security usually has an impact on many other non-functionla
requirements of a softwrae system (system properties) such
as performance ,usability , avaliability. A specific solution
can be easier to learn, slower, or more difficult to use.
Figure 2 shows how various forces can support or hinder
one another.For example, performance is an important issue
, the most suitable solution needs to be identified. The
solution must balance such conflicting requirements or
increase the performance[72].
The following security properties which are the most
commonly used in the security domain are the ones
considered in this study [3, 19, 44,55].
1) Authentication: It must be validated the identity of
customers to frustrate any unauthorized access.
2) Authorization: This attribute defines the access
privileges of entities to different resources and services
of a system.
3) Integrity: To guarantee that data and communications
will not be compromised by active attacks.
4) Confidentiality: The guarantee that information is not
accessed by unauthorized parts.
5) Attacker detection: To be able to detect and register
access or modification intents in the system coming
from unauthorized users.
6) Auditability: To keep a log of user‟s or other system‟s
interaction with a system and it helps detect potential
attacks.
7) Maintainability: It facilitates the introduction or
modification of the security policy during the software
development life cycle.
8) Availability: It assures that authorized users can use the
resources when they are required.
9) Reliability: It assures the system operations due to
failures or configuration mistakes. Besides, it assures
the system availability even when the system is being
attacked.
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10) Performance: It indicates the impact of the pattern on
the functioning of a system.
11) Implementation cost: Costs accompanying the pattern
use.

12) Security degree: It indicates the security level that the
pattern has for the function it fulfills, that is, the more
security properties the pattern covers, the more security
degree will have.

Figure 2: The Impact of Securit Forces [53]

3. Classification Schemes
2.5 Security Templete
A software pattern can be described through a set of
properties (a template) such as name, problem, solution and
so on. These templates allow authors to define new patterns,
but respecting this structure . Template is based on existing
design pattern templates with some additional sections,
which we believe necessary for presenting the security
patterns in an efficient way[3,72,53].
The templates on which security patterns are usually defined
are multiple formats, but the general acceptable one in the
literature consists of the common fundamental components
for patterns beside a structure to detailed specification
aspects of the pattern, dynamics to explain scenarios at run
time, implementation instructions, example resolved,
variants to clarify specializations, known uses and finally
consequences and benefits of applying the pattern [38,42].
Pattern's templets usually consists of five fundamental
components :
 Name : Is the common-usage short expression that
encapsulates the pattern‟s meaning.
 Context : To describe on what situations it may apply.
 Problem : Is a short description of the design problem
that this pattern aims at solving.
 Solution : Is a textual description of the pattern that
solves the problem .
 Consequences: To describe the trade-offs and results
when we use the pattern.

Security patterns can be grouped into many categories based
on multiple classification techniques proposed in the
literature such as their relative software lifecycle phase, the
problem they are attempting to solve and their abstraction
level. Some security patterns are designed to tackle the
information collected at the requirement phase while some
other are meant to handle the intrinsic requests demanded by
the detailed design schema on which the functional
requirements are subject to change over time making it a
challenging task under the spectrum of domain specific
knowledge. Moreover, implementation phase impose a
necessity for high security level upon user roles exchange
and data interchange between subsystems other than the
low-level one that deal with encryption and firewalls.
Consequently; applying the appropriate security pattern to a
certain phase in software lifecycle require developers to
understand the relations among patterns and how they would
communicate with each other [37,43].
To encounter the increasing number of patterns we need to
develop classifications. A classification should be based on
standard methodologies to organize the huge number of
patterns. A classification organizes patterns into groups of
patterns that share one or many properties such as the
application domain or a particular purpose.
The kind of properties that should be used is not fixed. A
pattern can have more than one specific property. Therefore,
it may be included in more than one classification
category[7].
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Architects have introduced multiple classification schemes
in an attempt to organize the security patterns landscape.
Some have categorized them based on their purposes into
creational structural and behavioral patterns [41] while
others conducted survey effort to classify security patterns
based on partitioning the system space . Here we will
describe a list of these classification schemes [4,37,7,53]:
1) Based on applicability.
In this classification the patterns into two broad groups
based on applicability; patterns for protected systems and
patterns for available systems. The protected system patterns
protect valuable resources against unauthorized use, expose,
or modification. The available system patterns provide
predictable and uninterrupted access to the services and
resources. The advantage of this scheme is that it classifies
the patterns according to the software architectural qualities
that they address. However, this partitioning is too broad to
be useful[53].
2) Based on product and process
Described their patterns under two broad classes :
 Structural patterns, are concerned with how classes and
objects are composed to form larger structures. Structural
class patterns use inheritance to compose interfaces or
implementations[21].
 Procedural patterns, on the other hand, improve the
process for development of security-critical software.
These patterns influence the organization or the management
of a development process.
3) Based on System logical tiers.
The security patterns in layered systems are classified
according to the system tiers. In this scheme, the patterns are
classified as presentation or web tier patterns, business tier
patterns and integration tier patterns. The web tier patterns
intercept external requests and perform authentication and
authorization. This classification schemes has the advantage
that the partitioning is aligned with the system tiers. Hence
the classification does not introduce new vocabulary for
system architects and developers. However, the advantage of

a classification scheme comes out of using the domain
specific vocabulary [53,7].
4) Based on security concepts.
This classification based on the four key concepts of
security - confidentiality, integrity, availability and
accountability. A pattern classification scheme based on
these domain level concepts, will facilitate pattern mining
and pattern navigation.
5) Based on system viewpoints and interrogatives:
The security patterns book from Wiley publications
introduced a classification scheme for security patterns that
is based on the Zachman framework in Figure 3. Zachman
framework was introduced in 1987 as a table with the rows
describing the levels of information model and the columns
describing the architectural views.
The levels of information model are based on three
fundamental architectural representations one for each
stakeholder:
 The customer or the owner has his own concept of the end
product.
 The architect translates these perceptions into the
designer‟s perspective.
 The builder then adds the constraints of the laws of nature
and available technology to make a refinement of the
architect‟s plan.
The model covers enterprise level in the first two
rows(Business Model , Scope), and the next three rows
covers the system level[53].
The Zachman views are represented in the six columns in
the table: data (what?), function (how?), network (where?),
people (who?), time (when?) and motivation (why?). These
represent the different aspects of the object being described.
Each of the views are orthogonal to each other, but they
describe the same object and are associated tightly with each
other.
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Figure 3: The Zachman framework (c) 1982-2006 John A. Zachman, www .zachman international.com [53]
To classify security patterns, the Zachman framework has
been modified by adding a column representing the security
view, as shown in Figure 4. The security view addresses all

model levels,from the enterprise scope to technology model
and detailed model representation model, from the enterprise
scope to the detailed representations.

Figure 4: Adding a security view to the Zachman framework (c) 1982-2006 John A. Zachman. www .zachman
international.com [53]
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3.1 Security Taxonomy
With the passing of years security experts have worked to
establish security properties, approaches, and necessary
services, for securing important enterprise assets by applying
security engineering. To understand the relationships

between these diverse security elements; they need to be
organized into a usable taxonomy, as shown in Figure 5. In
[53] the taxonomy is arranged to support development of
enterprise security architecture , which is described in Table
1.

Figure 5: The Taxonomy of Security [53]
Table 1: The Description of Security Taxonomy
Description
Security is concerned
with protection of
Properties (z1,z2 )
assets, ensuring that
(The scope and
actions are appropriate
Business Model)
and holding actors
Enterprise level)
responsible for their
work.

Elements





Confidentiality.
Integrity.
Accountability.
Availability

Example Pattern
1) Security needs Identification patterns for enterprise assets.
2) Assets Valuation.
3) Threats Assessment.
4) Risk Determinations.
5) Enterprise Security Approaches.
6) Enterprise Security Services.
7) Enterprise Partner Communication.

Violations : unauthorized ,
Achieve the enterprise's
Security strategy
disclosure , deception are
objectives, which reflect
and policy(z3)
the major classes of
the business strategy of
(System Model)
vulnerability ,which can be
the enterprise.
attacked .

--------
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Risk Management:
encompasses all form of the
risk assessment and
imagination for enterprise,
such as Asset valuations,
vulnerability, threats
assessments, risk
assessment, risk mitigation

1) Security needs Identification patterns for enterprise assets
.
2) Assets Valuation.
3) Threats Assessment.
4) Risk Determinations.
5) Enterprise Security Approaches.
6) Enterprise Security Services.
7) Enterprise Partner Communication.

1) Security needs Identification Patterns for Enterprise
Assets.
Approaches : defines groups
2) Assets Valuation.
of related ways to address
3) Threats Assessment.
potential security violations ,
4) Risk Determinations.
such as prevention ,detection
5) Enterprise Security Approaches.
,response , planning .
6) Enterprise Security Services.
7) Enterprise Partner Communication.
1)
2)
3)
4)
Security Services are
5)
Services(z4)
general safeguards that
(Technology
help achieve both
1)
Model)
enterprise and system
Security Services :
2)
security needs
Identification and
3)
authentication , accounting , 4)
…. .
5)
6)
Security services are
dependent on the
physical, procedural, or
automated mechanisms
1)
Mechanisms and
available to implement
2)
implementations(
Encryption, Scanners,
those services.
3)
5)
Firewalls, Proxies, Filters,
Mechanisms are
4)
(Detailed
Intrusion, …
dependent in turn on
5)
Representations)
commercial products
6)
and other tools that
implement those
mechanisms.
Security supports services :
Authorization , System
security policy , security
planning , ….. .

Authorization.
Role-Based Access Control.
Multilevel Security.
Reference Monitor.
Role Right Definition.
Identification and Authentication Patterns.
Access Controls Models Patterns.
System Access Control Architecture Patterns
Operating System Access Control Patterns.
Accounting Patterns.
Secure Internet Applications Patterns.

Identification and Authentication Patterns.
Access Controls Models Patterns.
System Access Control Architecture Patterns.
Operating System Access Control Patterns.
Accounting Patterns.
Secure Internet Applications Patterns.

3.2 Based on application-domain.
Which is easy to understand and depicts the five target application domains which were discovered:
Enterprise, Software, Cryptographic, User, and network, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Application-Domain Based Classification[7].
Application
Domain
Enterprise

Number of Publication
Describing Security Patterns

Description

Security patterns deal with aspects that are important
[13],[20], [22],[23], [32],[71],
for enterprises to ensure security in several enterprise
[79]
segments.

User

Security patterns are focused on user behavior or
awareness of security issues.

[67],[69], [81]

Cryptographic

Security patterns depict secure communication
between two applications over a network.

[5], [11], [51], [50]

Network

Software

[1], [10], [16], [14], [80], [34],
Security patterns picture network infrastructures and
[15], [6], [28], [31], [40], [68],
their ideal composition
[61], [75], [78], [79], [84]
Security patterns describe mostly how to structure
parts of software to ensure security requirements.

[18], [44], [27], [29], [24], [35],
[25], [26], [36], [41], [39], [46],

Patterns Examples
The Manage Risk pattern introduced
by Elsinga and Hofman
The password lock box pattern, which
encourages the user to protect master
passwords with the highest level of
security
The Sender Authentication pattern. It
presents the problem and solution
how to guarantee that a received
message has been sent by
a person one expected
The Packet Filter Firewall to shield
an internal network from Internet
attacks or just tunneling the
communication traffic though a single
controllable instance
JEE patterns, which can be applied
only at Java enterprise applications .
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Sometimes they also describe a specific behavior or [52], [58], [56], [57], [62], [76],
way to manage or control a data flow in a secure way [85], [86[, [90], [91], [94], [44]


3.3 Classification Proposed of Microsoft.
In 2004, Microsoft Patterns and Practice s group introduced
a tabular classification scheme for patterns, primarily based
on the Zachman framework.
The classification scheme encapsulates the enterprise
architectural space, and illustrates the relationship among
artifacts in the enterprise space.
The classification scheme is based on four key pieces of
work are :
1) The Zachman frame work.
2) The Architectural standards description from IEEE 1471
.
3) The Enterprise Architecture Framework .
4) The scheme is influenced by the principles of test- driven
development.
3.4 Enterprise Architectural Space Organizing Table.
3.4.1 Architectural viewpoints
The table, as shown in Table 3 has five grouped rows based
on, the view points are :
 Business Architecture : The business and management
perspective of software development.
 Integration Architecture : Is concerned with the
integration between internal and external systems in an
enterprise
 Application Architecture : Covers the system and software
elements of an executable application.

Operational Architecture : Is concerned with the operation
of the production system
 Development Architecture : Covers the systematic
implementation concerns of application and integration
architecture.
3.4.1.1 Interrogatives. can be achieved based on the
interrogatives in the Zachman framework and test driven
development are illustrated by the seven columns.
 Purpose (Why).The reason behind an architectural
decision.
 Data (What). Input and output of a decision making
process.
 Function (How). The mechanism of architectural decision
making.
 Timing (When) .Timing related issues of a decision or
the decision making process.
 Network(Where).Communication related issues of
architecture.
 People (Who). Issues concerning the stake holders and
users of a system.
 Scorecard (Test). Checking for compliance with the
requirements.
3.4.1.2 Business Architecture. Is partitioned using the four
primary role-players. They are,
 Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
 General Manager
 Process Owner
 Process Worker

Table 3: Classification of Security Patterns [37]
Pattern
Perspective Viewpoint Interrogative
Count
Business
Architecture

CEO

Integration Enterprise
Architecture Architect

Function

5

Function

2

Data

2

Function
Network
Data
Function

27
4
4
12

Function

1

Test

1

Function

1

Architect
Application
Architecture

Design

Developer
Operational System
Architecture Architect

Example Pattern
Security Needs Identification. Create Architecture an association between enterprise assets
and security needs.
Single Sign On. Allow a user to access Integration multiple services in a distributed
Architecture Architect network environment without having to re-authenticate on every
request.
Error Detection and Correction. redundancy added to data for error detection and
correction.
Single Access Point. Single Entry Point for each process.
Stateful Firewall. Filter traffic based on state information.
Encrypted Storage. Server data is protected by encryption.
Server Sandbox. Servers run with least privilege to limit client activities.
Safe Data Structure. Memory buffers contain length information that is checked before
allocation.
White Hats hack Thyself. Test the system‟s security by attacking it.
Low Hanging Fruit. Get quick fixes rather than trying to re-design the system every time a
vulnerability is found.

1- Based on Additional Information.
A classification based on the classification proposed by
Microsoft with additional information to introduce finer
partitioning in the cells of the organizing table.

use this schema to identify the relevant patterns for his task,
as shown in Figure 6.

2- Hierarchical Classification.
A classification based on the classification proposed by
Microsoft with additional information to introduce finer
partitioning in the cells of the organizing table. The user can
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Figure 7: The McCumber Cube [7]
Figure 6: Hierarchal Classification [7]
3- Based on CIA Model
A classification based on the three key issues of security,
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. The interpretation
of these three issues varies based on the application context.

The classification of security patterns based on the
McCumber cube ,as shown in Figure 8. The patterns and
then provide the classification as a three tuple of (safe guard,
information state , security persp e ctive).They us e the „ |‟
symbol to describe multiple factors.

4- Based on Application Context
A Classification based on which part of the system they are
trying to secure.
5- Based on The Security Wheel
A classification base on A security wheel represents the
security features as in a spokes wheel. At the core of the
hub of the wheel is the service or application that is under
consideration. The spokes represent 12 core security services
applicable to the service. These are authentication,
authorization, confidentiality, integrity, policy, auditing,
management, availability, compliance, logging, PKI and
labeling. The edge of the wheel represent perimeter security.
6- Based on The McCumber Cube.
The classification space of the McCumber is identified by an
information state, as shown in Figure 7:
 Based on security perspectives (CIA Model).
 Based on application context.
 Based on transmission (The perimeter security, Exterior
security).
The X-axis represents the three primary categories of
safeguards, i.e. Technology, policy and procedure, and
human factor. The Y-axis of the model represents
information states of transmission, storage and processing.
The vertical axis comprises the three security perspectives of
confidentiality, integrity and availability. The cub e is used
for assessment and management of security risks in
information technology systems.

Figure 8: Security Classification based on The McCumber
Cube [7]
7- Based on Threat Modeling (Stride Model).
A classification based on threat modeling is used to identify
and prioritize system security vulnerabilities.
8- Based on Meta-Model.
A classifications based on the patterns‟ properties and
relationship uniformly.
3.5 A Comparison Between Different Classifications
Schemes of Security Patterns
In this section we will compare the various classification
schemes to solve the problem of finding the appropriate
pattern that we need to solve a particular problem in
different system spaces, as shown in Table 4 :

Table 4: A Comparison between Different Classifications Schemes of Security Patterns
Classification
Schemes

Description

Advantages

Based on
Applicability

Classifies the patterns into two broad groups based
on applicability:
 Patterns for protected systems
:valuable
resources against unauthorized use

 Classifies the patterns
according to software
architectural qualities that
they address.

Disadvantages
 Too broad and useful
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Based on
Product and
Process

Based on
System logical
Tiers
Based on
Security
Concepts

Patterns for available systems : provide
predictable access to services and resources
Classifies the patterns under two broad classes :
 Structural patterns: Can be implemented in the
final products.
 Procedural patterns: Improve the process for
development of security critical software.
The security patterns in layered systems: Are
classified according to the system tiers. In this
scheme, The patterns are classified as presentation or
web tier patterns, business tier patterns and
integration tier patterns.
Classifies patterns: Based on the four key concepts
of security– confidentiality, integrity, availability
and accountability.

Based on
System
Viewpoints and
interrogatives

Classifies security patterns, according the modified
Zachman framework

Microsoft
Classification

The classification scheme is based on four key
pieces of work are :
1) The Zchman frame work.
2) The Architectural standards description from IEEE
1471 .
3) The Enterprise Architecture Framework.
4) The scheme is influenced by the principles of testdriven development.

Classification
Schemes

Based on
Additional
Information

Hierarchical

CIA Model

Application
Context

Description

 Too broad to be useful .
 Classifies according the
 Influence on enterprise
development process in the
managements.
enterprise.
 Break the system by
finding the vulnerabilities.
 The partitioning is aligned
with the system tiers.
 The security concepts are
not used for classifying.
 Using the Domain specific
vocabulary
 Too broad and useful
 Will facilitate pattern
mining and pattern
 Does not cover all the
navigation
security concepts
 The security view
addresses all model levels,
 The same c classification
from the enterprise scope
as partitioning base d on
to the detailed
system tiers.
representations (5 view
points).
 Pattern navigation
becomes easier.
 Identifying missing
patterns

Advantages

 Finer granularity, so that
patterns can be classified
A classification based on the classification
with more specificity.
proposed by Microsoft with additional
 Uses domain specific
information to introduce finer partitioning in
vocabulary.
the cells of the organizing table (3)
 Make patterns navigation
easier .
A classification based on the classification
 Simple classification
proposed by Microsoft with additional
information to introduce finer partitioning in
notation (Tree).
the cells of the organizing table (3) .The user  Uses domain specific
can use this schema to identify the relevant
vocabulary.
patterns for his task .

 Listing the same pattern in
different contexts with
varying granularity will
create a huge number of
patterns
 The
difficulty
of
managing the patterns.

Disadvantages

 Does not depend on the security
terminology

 Does not depend on the security
terminology

 The problem is that the partitions are
not disjoint from each other and most
of the patterns would fall in a gray
area.
 Subset of the interrogatives in the
Microsoft organize table(3).
 The general patterns ,e.g. (Defense in
Depth )cannot be classified using this
scheme, because it impacts the core,
 The disjoining: there is a
The perimeter and the exterior
clear separation between the
security.
patterns
 There is a lot of patterns would be
classified as the core patterns without
clear separation.

A classification based on the three key issues
 Using the standard
of security, Confidentiality, Integrity and
terminology from security
Availability. The interpretation of these three
literature to create partition.
issues varies based on the application context.

A Classification based on which part of the
system they are trying to secure.

A classification base on A security wheel
represents the security features as in a spokes
 The overlap of classification patterns
wheel. At the core of the hub of the wheel is  Finer granularity rather than
The Security
,e.g.(Policy Enforcement Point) can
the service or application that is under
application context based
Wheel
be classified under authorization ,
consideration. The spokes represent 12 core
classification
authentication and policy .
security services applicable to the service. The
edge of the wheel represent perimeter security.
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Classification
Schemes

Description

The classification space of the McCumber is
identified by an information state:
 Based on security perspectives (CIA
The
Model).
McCumber
Cube
 Based on application context.
 Based on transmission (The perimeter
security, Exterior security).

Advantages

Disadvantages

 This classification scheme
is that it integrates three
separate viewpoints.

 The dimensions of the cube does not
provide a good partition.
 The perspectives covered by the
McCumber cube‟s information state
is only a subset of the interrogatives
in the Microsoft enterprise
organizing table (what, how and
where).

 This classification is useful
because it is uses security
concepts.
 This classification scheme
This classification based on the five target
fulfills the requirements of
Application application domains which were discovered:
classifications in the terms
Domain
Enterprise, Software, Cryptographic, User, and
of expandability, intuitive
network .
use, and is applicable
 for security laymen
 This classification is useful
A classification based the patterns‟ properties
because it is based on the
Meta –Model
and relationship uniformly
relationship between
patterns .
Threat
Modeling

A classification based on threat modeling is
used to identify and prioritize system security
vulnerabilities.

3.6 The Proposed Classification Schema
In all previous classifications schemes, there is a lack of
certain criteria‟s that needs to be considered as important
issue for security patterns classifications. We will integrate
the Microsoft organizing table with the most important of
criteria‟s (Performance , Implementation Cost , Security
degree) which have huge impact on the security pattern
classifications.
 Performance: It indicates the impact of the pattern on the
performance of the system.
 Implementation Cost: Costs accompanying the
implementation of the pattern.
 Security Degree: It indicates the security level that the
pattern has for the function it fulfills, that is, the more
security properties the pattern covers, the more security
degree will have.
When the same patterns listing in different contexts with
varying granularity will create a huge number of patterns
that exists in more than one cell in the table, Therefore we
need additional criteria's to decrease the number of patterns
that listed in the cells, to make it easy for choosing the
appropriate pattern to solve a particular problem

4. Conclusion
It is very difficult to find the appropriate pattern to solve a
particular problem because of the absence of a scientific
classification scheme for security patterns. In this paper we
identified several classification schemes and proposed a new
schema based on Microsoft organizing table integrated with
three important criteria‟s for security. Our proposed
classification cover different aspects of security patterns
based Performance , Implementation Cost ,Security Degree.
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